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CANOE SLALOM OLYMPIC QUALIFICATION SYSTEM Q&A 

PARIS 2024 

 

We have complied a working document of questions we have received with our responses 

regarding the Olympic Games Paris 2024 qualification system for Canoe Slalom. This 

document will be updated as we progress towards the Olympic Games Paris 2024 and is 

provided to ensure a consistent and transparent response in regard to the questions posed 

around the qualification system. Please note that this paper does not in any way or form 

represent the rules themselves. 

 

For the rules you should refer to: Canoe Slalom - Qualification System for the Olympic 

Games Paris 2024. 

 

 

Question 1 - From New Zealand 

“I understand that three athlete quota places are available for each gender in Kayak Cross extreme 

and that these are allocated via a specific global competition. However, it is unclear to me how the 

system allows for the rest of the Kayak Cross extreme field to be populated. The main clauses in the 

document I can see that are relevant to this question are B.2.1 and B.2.2 but neither of these gives 

me a clear understanding. Can you please clarify this for me.” 

 

 

ICF Answer: The chapter B.2 has been updated with B.2.3 to dispense clearer information 

about the number of quota places per NOC 

  

https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Documents/Olympic-Games/Paris-2024/Paris2024-QS-Canoe-Slalom.pdf
https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Documents/Olympic-Games/Paris-2024/Paris2024-QS-Canoe-Slalom.pdf
https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Documents/Olympic-Games/Paris-2024/Paris2024-QS-Canoe-Slalom.pdf
https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Documents/Olympic-Games/Paris-2024/Paris2024-QS-Canoe-Slalom.pdf
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Question 2 - From Great Britain 

“Request for clarity on the application of the Canoe Slalom OQS specifically with regard to 

section B “ 

Scenario 

• The NOC has qualified two women’s canoe slalom quota spots at the 2023 Global Qualification 

Event (WC1 & WK1). 

• The NOC then through its own National Team Selection has the same winner of its National Team 

Selection. Athlete A will represent the NOC in the WC1 & WK1 events at the Paris Games. 

• The NOC does not qualify a specific CSLX quota spot. 

• The NOC intends to use the second quota spot to send a different athlete (Athlete B) to compete in 

the Women’s CSLX event only. 

Is it permitted to use the second quota spot for a second entry in the CSLX? Is there no requirement to 

return the second athlete quota place as follows: 

WC1 – Athlete A WK1 – Athlete A WCSLX – Athlete B 

In the situation that a team may intend to enter athlete A in WC1 and Athlete B in WK1 and both in CSLX. 

But in the event of an injury to athlete B the team would seek to use their quota places in the following 

way: 

WC1 – Athlete A WK1 – Athlete B Athlete A 

WCSLX – Athlete C 

Is this permitted? “ 

 

 
 

ICF Answer: If an NOC chooses to select only one (1) athlete qualified for the two (2) different 

quota places earned in canoe (C1) and kayak (K1), then the remaining athlete quota place is 

considered as an "unused" quota and, if not notified or returned prior, will be reallocated 

after the close of entries (8th of July 2024). Athlete A, in this case, can be entered into the 

Kayak Cross event (X1) but a different athlete cannot be entered into the Kayak Cross event 

(X1). 

In the scenario that an NOC enters two athletes into the Games for two athlete quotas 

earned, they cannot enter a third athlete into the Games. If athlete B is injured and athlete A 

is used as a "substitute" (ie a replacement by an athlete who already has an entry into the 

Games), then the other place will be reallocated if there is time, or forfeited. 
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Question 3 - from Czech republic 
“Scenario: 

After the results of the World Championships in London 2023: 

Category C1W 1st place Tereza Fišerova CZE No quota place for CZE in K1W and CSLXW 

Question: Can Tereza Fišerova compete on the Olympic Games in C1W, K1W, CSLXW?” 

 

 
 

ICF Answer: If Tereza Fišerova is entered in the Olympic Games as the CZE athlete for the 

Women C1, she will be able to race in WC1, WK1 and WX1 at the Paris 2024 Olympic Games. 
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Question 4 - from Great Britain 

“Request for clarity on the application of the Canoe Slalom OQS specifically with regard to 

section D.1.3.2.” 

 

 
 

Proposed scenario – From Great Britain 

“The fictional Global World Qualification results below are aimed to provide an interpretation of the policy 

extracted above regarding the application of the policy. Firstly in Women’s Canoe as this is applied first in the 

policy with quota places available for the top 12 NOC’s: 

The NOC’s circled are the numbered NOC’s that have qualified 

Then secondly, following allocation of the quota places to NOC’s in the WC1, the WK1 results will be considered 

with the top 15 NOC’s awarded a quota place: 

The NOC’s circled are the numbered NOC’s that have qualified. Athlete names crossed out represent those who 

have already qualified a quota place through WC1” 

 

ICF Answer: Example is understood correctly. This allocation process will lead to have the 

Canoe event scheduled prior to the Kayak event for all Olympic qualification competitions. 

See example below 
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Question 5 - From Switzerland 

“ When and Where is the European Continental Quota distribution? 

Quota for best European Team direct in Krakow 2023 or after the Worlds for best European 

Team without Quota after 2023 Worlds? How many boats can participate? Is it still 3 boats 

per category? Will there be a XCSL-competition at European Games (even it will not be for 

continental Quotas?) 

 

 
 

ICF Answer: 

• Date and location have been updated for the majority of the Continental Qualifiers 

• Continental quota place distribution for Europe will be done at the same time that at 

the Global Qualifier (see Chapter D.1.5.1) 

• Entries will allow 3 boats per category in Canoe and Kayak events (WK1, WC1, WK1, 

MK1) 

• A Kayak Cross event will be held at this competition. It will not be part of the Olympic 

Qualifying System 

 
Question 6 - From Switzerland 
“ When and Where is the global Quota distribution for the XCSL-Quotas? Athletes who are 
already took an Olympic Quota are not able to participate? 
If 3 of one nation participate - still the normal ICF-rule will apply to progress to Heat- + 
Final phase? (best 20 athletes and further best athlete per nation yet not qualified)? ” 
 

 
 

ICF answer: 

• Date and location have been updated for the Kayak Cross Qualifier 

• Entry eligibility (see Chapter D.1.6.2 above) 

• The Olympic format will be held at the Kayak Cross Global Qualifier. The progression 

rule mentionned above will not be considered in this case. 
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Question 7 - From Ireland 

“My question is on the wording of D1.5.1 and D1.5.2 of the document. If the boat who wins 

the quota space at the Continental qualifier also finishes within the qualification criteria at 

the World Championships, what happens? Does the Continental quota place fall to the 

next ranked European boat at the World Championships?  
For example: Slovenian K1 qualifies Continental place at the EOG in Poland 

Same Slovenian K1 finishes 12th nation at the World Championships 

Does that Continental quota place get re-allocated to the 16th (next ranked) European 

nation at the World Championships or is the quota space re-allocated through other 

means?” 

 
 

ICF Answer: For European quota allocation see the following simulation: 

Simulation of the Continental allocation for MC1 

in the case of the European Continental Qualifier which is held before the Global Qualifier. 

Simulation done based on the results from the 2022 World Championships and European 

Championships. 

Remark: 

In this case, according to D1.5.3, as CRO qualifies a quota place in MC1, CRO is not eligible to 

qualify a quota in MK1 at the European qualifier anymore. 
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Question 8 – from China 
Scenario: 

“The NOC(CHN) has qualified all four canoe slalom quota spots at the 2023 Global Qualification Event 

WC1(Athlete A) / WK1(Athlete B) / MC1(Athlete C) / MK1(Athlete D) . 

The NOC then through its own National Team Selection has all different winner of its National Team 

Selection. Athlete E(WC1)/Athlete F(WK1)/Athlete G(MC1)/Athlete H(MK1)/ will represent the NOC compete 

at the Paris Games. 

1) As the B.3. said, the athlete quota place is allocated to the NOC, then how to define 

which athlete have qualified an athlete quota as the D.1.6.2 mentioned?  

2) In the case above, Athlete A is the athlete who have qualified an athlete quota in WC1 

or it’s Athlete E?  

3) If Athlete A/B/C/D can be seek as the athlete who have qualified an athlete quota, then 

they are not entitled to enter the Kayak Cross events at the Global Qualification 

Competition. In terms of the rule, in NOC(CHN), besides Athlete A/B/C/D, all other athletes 

are entitled to enter the Kayak Cross events at the Global Qualification Competition next 

year?  

4) Only athletes who have not yet qualified an athlete quota in any event in Canoe single 

and Kayak single, it means only in 2023 Global Qualification Event? Does Continental 

Qualification Event count as well? 

5) How many boats can be enter in both events in the Kayak Cross events at the Global 

Qualification Competition?” 

 

 
 

ICF Answer:  As stated in D.1.6.2, if the athletes A, B, C, D are the athletes who qualified the 

quotas for an NOC at the Global or Continental Qualification in either a Kayak or a Canoe 

event, they are not eligible to be entered in the Kayak Cross Global Qualification in 2024. All 

other athletes representing this NOC can be entered for the Kayak Cross Global Qualification 

in 2024. 

As stated in D.1.6.3, three (3) athletes per gender can be entered in the Kayak Cross Global 

Qualification. 
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Question 9 – from Spain 
Scenario: 

• “If a country miss the olympic spot in C1 in Lee Valley (i.e. MC1), and it’s the best qualified (i.e., 

Miquel TRAVE) in EG Krakow with no spot in Lee Valley worlds, I understand this country gets the 

olympic spot in MC1 from the EG and this boat is no more eligible to gain a spot in MK1 in Lee Valley 

Worlds. 

• But just to confirm it is not the other way: What if this boat (Miquel TRAVE) is the best ESP boat in 

MK1 in Lee Valley worlds, gaining the spot. Would he then not be eligible for the spot in MC1 in the 

EG? » 

 

 

ICF Answer:  As stated in D.1.5.1, the quotas are allocated first at the Global qualification 

(First Canoe and second Kayak) then in a second allocation sequence, for the European NOC 

having participated at European Continental qualification (First Canoe and second Kayak). 

 

 

 

Lausanne, 1st August, 2023 


